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if you are beginning from scratch you have the chance to create the perfect username you want it to be easy for 

people to say and spell and preferably relevant to you and your niche ideally you should have the same username 

on all your social profiles so your tiktok fans will know when they have found your youtube twitch and instagram 

channels 

so the safest way to get a tik tok crown is by using this hack that offered by gumroad those guys are spending 

hell lot of time in developing such awesome hacks these days almost all hacks for tik tok are already available at 

their site hope you get enough knowledge on this topic now thanks for spending time on this site 

tiktok is still relatively new even when you allow for its previous life as muscial ly therefore people are still 

discovering the best ways to succeed on the platform ironically one of the most successful methods is to work 

tiktok along with another network some of the top tiktok influencers also perform exceptionally well on youtube 

with best of tiktok type compilations and they manage to take advantage of youtube s established advertising 

system 

obviously the higher your engagement rate the more successful brands will consider you and the higher they will 

be willing to pay it is difficult to find overall engagement rates for tiktok all the published ones appear to wrongly 

equate engagement with the percentage of people opening the app once a day however like most social media 

networks you can calculate your individual tiktok engagement with the following formula number of hearts number 

of comments number of followers x100 you can calculate this either for a single post or overall we suggest that you 

add together the figures for your last 20 posts when you make this calculation overall 

you need to begin by asking why people would want to follow you what do you offer that thousands of other 

accounts don t is it entertainment are you a good singer musician dancer or stand up comedian are you so bad at 

those things that you can make your videos funny can you create entertaining prank videos can you motivate people 
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or provide them with helpful hints to improve their lives or are you merely yet another lip syncher who doesn t add 

any value to your video clips 

this also helps you better know your audience you re not making videos for yourself nor should you make a wide 

range of videos trying to keep everybody happy successful tiktokers make videos that they know their audience will 

love it is much easier to devote your attention to a particular group of people rather than just making random 

content 

i m giving you an awesome website to get tons of tiktok coins for your account wondering how people are making 

money on tiktok this article will clear all your doubts about that time to earn some bucks 

 


